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A
Vietnam
special-forces
veteran
investigates a government conspiracy to
build a superweapon that could alter the
very fabric of reality. In San Diego, a cadre
of American scientists toils on a weapon
with the power to make things flit in and
out of reality. If perfected, Project Vortex
will make the atomic bomb look like a bow
and arrow. They test it on a 727 on its way
into Kennedy airport, and the experiment is
successful, save for two dangerous
aberrations. First is a passenger, a young
man to whom Vortex gives strange powers
over other people - powers he can control,
but cannot understand. Second is an air
traffic controller who calls in an old
Vietnam buddy, Joshua Bane, to help
investigate the plane that disappeared.
When the controller vanishes, Bane is
alone, staring down the barrel of
government conspiracy that has the nation
on the precipice of a third world war.
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60 of 217 Vortex Optics is committed to offering you the finest value in rugged outdoor optic equipment, setting
standards that constantly outperform Vortex Optics - Contact Us Order a custom Vortex TMT (Trajectory Matched
Turret) elevation cap using the Vortex Long Range Ballistic Program customized to match your favorite rifle Vortex
Optics, Middleton, Wisconsin. 454779 likes 3745 talking about this 513 were here. When you choose Vortex Optics,
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